everything that HAs think they should. And vice versa. Until then, the holes in the seams will still need patching up. Share: tell; pass the problem on to someone else. "I would like to share this with you" never means their last Rolo. Smooth take off: no discernible change. Targeted briefs: Y fronts. Tight deadline: 12 noon today, or yesterday. Top down, bottom up (not a strip wash in a youth hostel): involving the whole organisation. Trolley wait: it's not the trolley we're concerned about, but the patient on the trolley. Unavailable data: as in, "Region will not ask for unavailable data except where the NHSME require it." You will probably have to make the answer up. This is a form of metaphor. To use another metaphor, Kuhn's paradigm is a global word, not a local one. The global meaning is useful, but its devaluation is under way.
... and its devaluations
Consider this use of paradigm: "traditional or classical medicine has always coexisted with altemative therapies, both paradigms sharing the social function of palliating suffering, healing, and controlling biological disorders." It works here, although "systems" might be better. But later in the same article "medicine is unimaginative because it is incapable of conceiving explanations beyond the realm of the scientific paradigm." Now the writer is in difficulties. He invokes two paradigms, traditional medicine and altemative medicine, but by "the scientific paradigm" means no more than science. (The presumption that science is unimaginative is too ridiculous to be taken seriously.)
Defining one paradigm as the whole of traditional medicine is useful-it is global; but consider this, from an editorial about possible adjuvant drugs in anaesthesia, "early reports do not ... give hope that they will deliver the anticipated anaesthetic paradigm." Paradigms within paradigms: is there also a gene therapy paradigm or a clotbusting paradigm?
A TRIPARTITE EXAMPLE A review of the control of breathing invokes three paradigms. Firstly, "Most researchers using reduced preparations typically interpret their data using the reductionist hypothesis as an operating paradigm" here, paradigm is unnecessary. The sentence loses nothing if rewritten. "Most researchers using reduced preparations typically interpret their data using the BMJ VOLUME 307
18-25 DECEMBER 1993reductionist hypothesis," although hypothesis-a testable idea-is entirely the wrong word. Reductionism is not a testable idea; it is a way of thinking about things. "Most researchers using reduced preparations are reductionists" will do. 
Parameters in statistics
A common, and correct, use of parameter in thebiomedical sciences is in the distinction between. parametric and non-parametric statistics. (Parametric applies to the distribution of the data, strictly to the distribution of the population from which the sampleof data is drawn. The parameters enable a complete mathematical description of the distribution. The parameters of the normal distribution are the mean. and the standard deviation, but other distributions have different parameters.)
What idea can scientists who have described their variables (their data) as parameters have of this' distinction? I think they interpret parametric simply as a synonym of (statistically) normal. This is scarcely logical when, as in the examples in the box, parameters include the presence of radiological leakand death within three months. Even the most statistically ignorant are unlikely to consider these normal.
In "A practice parameters overview" (Anesthesiology), the "practice parameters" are collectively guid¢- Just as much as the outsiders, insiders use parameters for anything they choose it to mean: "The diagnostic process is thus therapeutically normative, for it establishes the parameters that must be changed in order to gauge the efficacy of treatment and the elimination of disease" (_ournal of Laryngology and Otology).
The writing in medical science comes from investigators and reviewers, but is as much the responsibility of editors and their editorial boards,8 and of publishers. Editors could correct the misuse of parameter for variable or measurement at a stroke of the red pen, with little effort, and with less risk of upsetting writers than with many other changes they make.
Can we, though, rely on the publishers to support the aim of clear English? Here is some publicity from Butterworth-Heinemann: "In an environment of increased threat of litigation within medical practice, this book provides a clinical common-sense guide to the parameters of minimum and maximum standards of patient care to which every anaesthetist should aim." Somami lecture hall, kuba-last glimpse
